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Abstract
A Berkovits type action for pure spinors in even dimensions is considered. The
equations of motion for pure spinors are investigated by using explicit parameteri-
zations which solve the pure spinor constraints.
For general interactions, the equations of motions are shown to be modified from
the naive ones. The extra terms contain a particular projector ∆(λ, ω).
If the interactions are restricted to the “ghost number” u(1) and the Lorentz
so(p, q) current couplings, the action has a large “gauge symmetry”. In this case,
in some “gauges”, the extra terms vanish and the equations of motion for the pure
spinors retain the naive form even if the pure spinor constraints are taken into
account.
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1 Introduction
Last year, hidden infinite-dimensional symmetries were found [1] in the classical Green-
Schwarz superstring on the AdS5 × S
5 background [2]. Some properties of the non-local
classical conserved charges are investigated in the pp-wave limit [3]. And recently, it is
shown that the hidden symmetries are classical super Yangian [4].
An important problem is to check that this classical integrability survives the quanti-
zation or not. But due to the κ-symmetry, it is difficult to quantize the Green-Schwarz
action in the curved back ground with a Ramond-Ramond flux.
One promising approach to quantize superstring action is the Berkovits’ pure spinor
formalism [5–8]1. The existence of the hidden integrability is shown also for this formalism
[9].
In the pure spinor formalism, nilpotency constraints for the BRST-like charges and
the holomorphicity constraints for the associated currents play crucial role in restricting
the geometry of the target space [10]. The equivalence of these constraints to the on-shell
supergravity constraints is analyzed.
Before going to consider the problem of quantum integrability in the particular super-
string background, we would like to point out that there is a subtlety in the holomorphicity
constraints, which comes from the pure spinor constraints λα(γa)αβλ
β = 0.
In the superstring action of the pure spinor formalism, the pure spinor λα and its pair
ωα appear in the following form (in the conformal gauge):
I = −
1
πα′
∫
d2ξ
(
ωα∂λ
α + ωαX
α
βλ
β
)
. (1.1)
Here Xαβ is a field which takes values in the Clifford algebra with the even degree, and
is independent of λα and ωα.
In derivation of the holomorphicity constraints [10], the naive equations of motion
∂λα +Xαβλ
β = 0, (1.2)
−∂ωβ + ωαX
α
β = 0, (1.3)
are used.2
1Some related works, such as extension of pure spinor formalism, can be found in [11–19].
2Strictly speaking, the equations of motion for pure spinors themselves are not necessary. The equa-
tions of motion for the ghost number current and those for the Lorentz currents are sufficient for deriving
the holomorphicity constraints [27].
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But, it is quite common that for a system with constraints, the equations of motion are
different from the naive ones. Let us recall the case of the O(N) invariant non-linear sigma
model : LO(N) = (1/2)∂µφ
I∂µφI . N real scalar fields φI (I = 1, 2, . . . , N) are required
to obey the constraint φIφI = 1. With help of the Lagrange multiplier, the equations of
motion are obtained as ∂µ∂
µφI − φI(φJ∂ν∂
νφJ) = 0. The second term is the effect of the
constraint. Or, equivalently, we can derive equations of motion by solving the constraint.
If we use a solution φN = ±
√
1− φiφi and substituting it into LO(N), the Lagrangian
for N − 1 real scalars φi (i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1) is obtained: LO(N) = (1/2)Gij(φ)∂µφ
i∂νφj,
where Gij(φ) = δij + φ
iφj/(1 − φkφk). By using this Lagrangian, we get the equations
of motion: ∂µ∂
µφi + φiGjk∂µφ
j∂µφk = 0 which are equivalent to the manifestly O(N)
invariant ones.
Therefore, it seems important to consider the effect of pure spinor constraints to
the equations of motion. In order to make the meaning of the effect from the pure
spinor constraints clear, we consider a pure spinor action of the type (1.1) in general even
dimension (D = 2N).
The approach we take in this paper is an analog of the second one for the case of O(N)
invariant non-linear sigma model.
In section 2, we explain our choice of the pure spinor action which has “gauge sym-
metries”. The explicit parametrization for λ and ω are introduced. Transformation prop-
erties of these parameters for the finite Lorentz transformation SO(p, q) are summarized.
Because it is rather difficult to treat the pure spinor constraints by the Lagrange
multiplier method, we use an explicit parametrization of pure spinors which solves the
constraints. Using the explicit local coordinates (λ, urs) and (β, v
rs) for a pure spinor λ
and its pair ω, the equations of motion for the pure spinors are derived in the simple
“bosonic ghost” gauge.
The case for the action without the gauge symmetry is discussed in section 3. In this
case, ω is also a pure spinor. The equations of motion for pure spinor pairs (λ, ω) are
derived for the pure “bosonic ghost” parametrization.
Section 4 is devoted to discussions.
In Appendix A, some useful properties of pure spinors in even dimensions are summa-
rized.
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2 Pure Spinor Action and Equations of motion
2.1 Pure spinor action with a “gauge symmetry”
In this section, we consider a pure spinor action of the Berkovits type (1.1) for a target
space with even dimension (D = 2N). Let us consider the following Lagrangian for a
(bosonic) pure spinor λ and its (bosonic) pair spinor ω (in the conformal gauge):
L = 〈ωTC|
(
∂ +X
)
|λ〉. (2.1)
Here 〈ωTC| = (|ω〉)TC, C is the charge conjugation matrix : (Γa)T = CΓaC−1 (a =
1, 2, . . . , 2N) and X is a field which takes values in the Clifford algebra with even degree.
We choose the chirality of the pure spinor |λ〉 to be positive. Then, the chirality of
the spinor |ω〉 equals to (−1)N .
We consider the pure spinor λ “near” the Fock vacuum |+〉 and take the local coordi-
nate (γ, urs) as follows (for details, see appendix A):
|λ〉 = γeU |+〉, U =
1
2
ursA
(−)
r A
(−)
s . (2.2)
We choose |−〉 := A
(−)
1 A
(−)
2 · · ·A
(−)
N |+〉. Let us denote the Hermitian conjugated and
transposed states of |±〉 by 〈±| = (|±〉)† and 〈±,T| = (|±〉)T respectively. The normal-
ization of the charge conjugation matrix C is fixed by the condition: 〈−,T|C = 〈+|. Then,
〈+,T|C = εN〈−|. Here εN := (−1)
(1/2)N(N−1).
Note that U is a linear combination (with coefficients in C) of the Lorentz generators
in the spinor representation: (1/2)Γab. So, it may be possible to interpret the relation
e−UΓaeU = ΓbΛb
a(u) as a “complexified” Lorentz transformation.
We can easily see that
〈λTC|Γa1a2···an |λ〉 = εNγ
2〈−|e−UΓa1a2...aneU |+〉 = 0, for 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1. (2.3)
Similarly,
〈λTC|Γa1a2···an∂|λ〉 = 0, for 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 3. (2.4)
Therefore, the kinetic part Lkin = 〈ω
TC|∂|λ〉 is invariant under “gauge transformations”:
|ω〉 → |ω′〉+ ξ|λ〉, (2.5)
where
ξ =
∑
0≤n≤N−3
N−n=even
1
n!
ξa1a2···anΓ
a1a2...an . (2.6)
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The restriction on N − n comes from the chirality condition: Γ|ω′〉 = (−1)N |ω′〉.
As in the pure spinor action (1.1), we require that the rest part of the Lagrangian also
respects this “gauge symmetry”. In other words, we restrict X as follows:
X = m+
1
2
fabΓ
ab. (2.7)
It means that the pure spinor coupling to external sources is allowed only through “ghost
number” U(1) current j = 〈ωTC|λ〉 and so(p, q) current Mab = 〈ωTC|Γab|λ〉.
Then, due to the gauge symmetry, the “physical” degree of the freedom of |ω〉 becomes
(1/2)N(N − 1) + 1 and is equal to that of |λ〉.
Let us denote the components of |ω〉 by
|ω〉 = ω−|−〉+
1
2
ωrsA(+)r A
(+)
s |−〉+
1
4
ωpqrsA(+)p A
(+)
q A
(+)
r A
(+)
s |−〉+ · · · . (2.8)
There are various ways to fix the gauge symmetry. One choice is to set |ω〉 to be a pure
spinor: (
A(−)r + A
(+)
s wsr
)
|ω〉 = 0. (2.9)
In the pure spinor gauge, we can take local coordinates (ρ, wrs) for |ω〉:
|ω〉p = ρ e
W |−〉, W =
1
2
wrsA
(+)
r A
(+)
s . (2.10)
Other simple gauge is obtained by setting as many components to be zero as possible:
|ω〉s = ω−|−〉+
1
2
ωrsA(+)r A
(+)
s |−〉. (2.11)
The components in these two gauge are related as follows:
ω− = ρ, ω
rs = ρwrs. (2.12)
For a fixed (γ, urs) (2.2), there are special ways to parametrize ω such that the kinetic
term Lkin becomes that for a collection of bosonic “βγ-ghosts”:
Lkin = β∂γ +
1
2
vrs∂urs = β∂γ −
1
2
tr(v∂u). (2.13)
In the superstring theories of the pure spinor formalism, this “bosonic ghost” gauge plays
crucial role in quantization.
Within the pure spinor gauge (2.10), the pure “bosonic ghost” parametrization is given
by
|ω〉p.b = βe
UeY |−〉 = ρeW |−〉, (2.14)
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where
ρ = β det1/2(1N + uy), (2.15)
Y =
1
2
yrsA(+)r A
(+)
s , y
rs = (βγ)−1vrs, w = y(1N + uy)
−1 = v
(
βγ 1N + uv
)−1
.
(2.16)
Within the simple gauge (2.11), the simple “bosonic ghost” parametrization is given
by
ω− = β −
1
2
γ−1vrsurs, ω
rs = γ−1vrs. (2.17)
This corresponds to the following parametrization of ω:
s.b.〈ω
TC| = 〈+|(β − γ−1V )e−U , V :=
1
2
vrsA(+)r A
(+)
s . (2.18)
2.2 Lorentz transformation properties for various parameters
Before deriving equations of motion, we would like to summarize the Lorentz transforma-
tion properties of local coordinates.
Under the Lorentz transformation Λ ∈ SO(p, q), the isotropic complex vectors trans-
form linearly (see appendix): n
′(I)
a = Λa
bn
(I)
b . Let Λ̂µ
ν := ωµΛµ
νω−1ν (no sum), and ars :=
Λ̂2r−1
2s−1, brs := Λ̂2r−1
2s, crs := Λ̂2r
2s−1 and drs := Λ̂2r
2s. The condition Λ ∈ SO(p, q) is
converted into aTa+ cTc = 1N , b
Tb+ dTd = 1N , a
Tb+ cTd = 0.
In the complex basis, the Lorentz transformation of the isotropic vectors can be written
as (
U ′
T ′
)
= M(Λ)
(
U
T
)
=
(
A(Λ) B(Λ)
C(Λ) D(Λ)
)(
U
T
)
, (2.19)
where
Ars :=
1
2
(ars + ibrs − icrs + drs), Brs :=
1
2
(ars − ibrs − icrs − drs),
Crs :=
1
2
(ars + ibrs + icrs − drs), Drs :=
1
2
(ars − ibrs + icrs + drs).
(2.20)
The SO(p, q) condition for Λ is converted into the condition
MT(Λ)
(
0 1N
1N 0
)
M(Λ) =
(
0 1N
1N 0
)
. (2.21)
More explicitly, ATC + CTA = 0, BTD +DTB = 0, ATD + CTB = 1N .
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First, let us discuss the transformation properties of the local coordinate (γ, urs) for
the pure spinor λ. A pure spinor transforms as follows
|λ′〉 = S(Λ)|λ〉, S(Λ)Γan(I)a S
−1(Λ) = Γan′
(I)
a , S(Λ) = exp
(
1
4
θabΓ
ab
)
. (2.22)
If det(Cu+D) 6= 0, then we have(
A(+)r + A
(−)
s u
′
sr
)
|λ′〉 = 0, u′ = (Au+B)(Cu+D)−1. (2.23)
So, the parameters u = UT−1 transform fractionally under the Lorentz transformation.
The Lorentz transformed pure spinor can be written as
|λ′〉 = γ′ exp
[
1
2
u′rsA
(−)
r A
(−)
s
]
|+〉. (2.24)
To summarize, under the Lorentz transformation Λ, the parameters (γ, urs) transforms
as follows
γ → γ′ = γF+(Λ, u),
u→ u′ = (Au+B)(Cu+D)−1.
(2.25)
Here
F+(Λ, u) := 〈+|S(Λ)e
U |+〉. (2.26)
The forms of F+ for special cases are given in Appendix B.
Next, let us consider the transformation properties for ω:
|ω′〉 = S(Λ)|ω〉. (2.27)
The pure spinor gauge (2.10) is preserved under the Lorentz transformation:
|ω′〉p = S(Λ)|ω〉p. (2.28)
And parameters (ρ, wrs) transform as follows:
ρ→ ρ′ = ρF−(Λ, w),
w → w′ = (Dw + C)(Bw + A)−1.
(2.29)
Here
F−(Λ, w) = 〈−|S(Λ)e
W |−〉 = 〈+|e−WS−1(Λ)|+〉. (2.30)
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The simple gauge (2.11) is not preserved under the Lorentz transformation. So, in
this case, we should consider the accompanying “gauge transformation” (2.5):
S(Λ)|ω〉s = |ω
′〉s + |ξ(Λ, ωs)〉. (2.31)
Let us examine the case of the “bosonic ghost” gauge more explicitly.
Note that
∂u′ =
[
(Cu+D)T
]−1
∂u(Cu+D)−1. (2.32)
Let us introduce an N ×N antisymmetric matrix G by
Grs :=
∂
∂urs
logF+ =
〈+|S(Λ)A
(−)
r A
(−)
s eU |+〉
〈+|S(Λ)eU |+〉
. (2.33)
If the conjugate fields transform as follows:
β → β ′ = βF−1+ ,
v → v′ = (Cu+D)(v − βγG)(Cu+D)T,
(2.34)
then the kinetic part of the action is invariant under the Lorentz transformations:
β ′∂γ′ −
1
2
tr(v′∂u′) = β∂γ −
1
2
tr(v∂u). (2.35)
2.3 Equations of motion for pure spinors
In this subsection, we derive the equations of motion for pure spinors. For simplicity, we
take the simple “bosonic ghost” gauge (2.2) and (2.17).
Then, the equations of motions for local coordinates are easily obtained as
∂γ = −γ〈+|XeU |+〉,
∂β = β〈+|XeU |+〉,
∂urs = urs〈+|Xe
U |+〉 − 〈+|A(+)s A
(+)
r Xe
U |+〉,
∂vrs = −vrs〈+|XeU |+〉+
(
βγ −
1
2
vpqupq
)
〈+|XeUA(−)r A
(−)
s |+〉
− 〈+|V XeUA(−)r A
(−)
s |+〉.
(2.36)
Using these equations, we can show that the equations of motion for pure spinors (in the
simple bosonic ghost gauge) are given by(
∂ +X
)
|λ〉 = ∆(u)X|λ〉, (2.37)
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−∂
(
s.b.〈ω
TC|
)
+ s.b.〈ω
TC|X = s.b.〈ω
TC|X∆(u), (2.38)
where
∆(u) = eU
[N/2]∑
k=2
P(2k)
 e−U = eU (1
2
(1 + Γ)−P(0) − P(2)
)
e−U . (2.39)
Here P(n) is the projector into the sector with a U(1) charge (N/2)− n:
P(n) :=
1
n!
A(−)r1 A
(−)
r2
· · ·A(−)rn |+〉〈+|A
(+)
rn · · ·A
(+)
r2
A(+)r1 . (2.40)
Here the U(1) charge is an eigenvalue of the operator A
(+)
r A
(−)
r − (N/2).
To derive the equations of motion for ω, we have used the relation
P(n)U = UP(n−2). (2.41)
We can easily see that ∆(u) is a projector: ∆2(u) = ∆(u), and it has the following
properties:
∆(u)|λ〉 = 0, ∆(u)|∂λ〉 = 0, s.b.〈ω
TC|∆(u) = 0. (2.42)
To derive (2.37) and (2.38), we have used no properties of the interaction term X .
Now, let us use the ansatz of X (2.7).
For k = 2, 3, . . . , [N/2], we can see that
〈+|A(+)r2k · · ·A
(+)
r1
|+〉 = 0, 〈+|A(−)r1 · · ·A
(−)
r2k
|+〉 = 0, (2.43)
〈+|A(+)r2k · · ·A
(+)
r1 e
−UΓabeU |+〉 = 0, 〈+|e−UΓabeUA(−)r1 · · ·A
(−)
r2k
|+〉 = 0. (2.44)
Using these relations, for the special types of interactions X (2.7), we have
∆(u)X|λ〉 = 0, 〈ωTC|X∆(u) = 0. (2.45)
These relations can be understood as follows: in order to have non-zero P (2k)e−UXeU |+〉
or 〈+|e−UXeUP (2k), the operator e−UXeU should contain components which change the
U(1)-charge by 2k. But the (complex) Lorentz transformed operator e−UXeU changes the
U(1)-charge at most 2. Therefore, additional terms vanish for the restricted interaction
(2.7).
The relations (2.45) lead to the final form of the equations of motion for pure spinors:
(∂ +X)|λ〉 = 0, (2.46)
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−∂
(
s.b.〈ω
TC|
)
+ s.b.〈ω
TC|X = 0. (2.47)
Therefore, the equations of motion in the bosonic ghost gauge retain the forms even if
the effect of the pure spinor constraints are taken into account.
3 Pure spinor action without gauge symmetry
In this section, we consider the pure spinor action with general interaction X . Without
restriction (2.7), the Lagrangian loses the invariance under the gauge transformations
(2.5). Since these gauge symmetries are no longer able to use to keep the “simple gauge”,
one natural way to restrict the pair field ω is to require that it is also a pure spinor.
Another natural way is to impose no restriction on ω.
We first consider the case with no restriction on ω:
L = 〈ωTC|(∂ +X)|λ〉. (3.1)
The equations of motion for pure spinor λ is simply given by
(∂ +X)|λ〉 = 0. (3.2)
Using the solution of the pure spinor constraints: |λ〉 = γeU |+〉, we can show that the
equations of motion for ω is given by(
−∂(〈ωTC|) + 〈ωTC|X
)
eUP (0)e−U = 0, (3.3)
(
−∂(〈ωTC|) + 〈ωTC|X
)
eUP (2)e−U = 0. (3.4)
Due to the pure spinor constraints for λ, particular components of −∂〈ωTC|+ 〈ωTC| are
required to obey the equations of motion.
The rest of degrees of freedom are not dynamical and play the role of the Lagrange
multiplier. Since ∆(u)∂|λ〉 = 0, the equation (∂ + X)|λ〉 = 0 implies the restriction on
X : ∆(u)X|λ〉 = 0. A solution for this restriction is given by (2.7). So, in this case, the
action goes back to the one with the gauge symmetry.
Next, let us consider the case that ω is a pure spinor. It is convenient to use the
pure “bosonic ghost” parametrization (2.14). With this parametrization, the Lagrangian
density for the pure spinor pair is given by
L = β∂γ +
1
2
vrs∂urs + βγ〈+|e
−Y e−UXeU |+〉. (3.5)
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The equations of motion for parameters are given by
∂γ = −γ〈+|(1 + Y )e−Y e−UXeU |+〉,
∂urs = 〈+|A
(+)
r A
(+)
s e
−Y e−UXeU |+〉,
∂β = β〈+|(1 + Y )e−Y e−UXeU |+〉,
∂yrs = 〈+|e−Y e−UXeUA(−)r A
(−)
s |+〉 − 〈+|e
−Y e−UA(−)r A
(−)
s Xe
U |+〉.
(3.6)
Using these relations, we can show that the equations of motion for pure spinors are given
by (
∂ +X
)
|λ〉 = ∆(λ, ω)X|λ〉, (3.7)
−∂〈ωTC|+ 〈ωTC|X = 〈ωTC|X∆(λ, ω), (3.8)
where a projector ∆(λ, ω) is given by
∆(λ, ω) = eUeY
[N/2]∑
k=2
P(2k)
 e−Y e−U . (3.9)
So, due to the pure spinor constraints for λ and for ω, the equations of motion contain
additional terms with the projector ∆(λ, ω).
If we restrict the interaction X to the form (2.7), the operator e−Y e−UXeUeY changes
the U(1)-charge at most 2, therefore, the additional terms vanish.
4 Discussion
In this paper, we considered the Berkovits type action for the pure spinors in even dimen-
sions.
We showed that for general interactions X , both of λ and ω are pure spinors and the
equations of motions for pure spinors are modified from the naive ones. The extra terms
contain a particular projector ∆(λ, ω).
If the types of interactions are restricted to the “ghost number” u(1) and the Lorentz
so(p, q) current couplings, the action has a large “gauge symmetry”. In this case, at least
in the pure and simple “bosonic ghost” gauges, the extra terms vanish and the equations
of motion for the pure spinors retain the naive form even if the pure spinor constraints
are taken into account.
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A Review of Pure Spinor
Let us consider the Clifford algebra C(p, q) associated to V = Rp,q. The generators of
C(p, q) are 2m × 2m Gamma matrices
{Γa,Γb} = 2ηab, ηab = diag(+,+, · · · ,+,−,−, · · · ,−), a, b = 1, 2, . . . , D. (A.1)
Here D = p+ q and m = [D/2]. Further, we require that (Γa)† = Γa.
A spinor |λ〉 ∈ C2
m
is said to be pure [20, 21] if we can take m linear independent
complex vectors n(I) (I = 1, 2, . . . , m) in V C = V ⊗ C = CD, the complexification of the
vector space V , such that
Γan(I)a |λ〉 = 0, I = 1, 2, . . . , m. (A.2)
In order to hold (A.2), the complex vectors should satisfy the isotropic (or null) conditions:
n(I)an(J)a = 0, I, J = 1, 2, . . . , m. (A.3)
So, the subspace W = span{n(1), . . . , n(m)} ⊂ CD is a maximal isotropic subspace. Note
that the isotropic conditions can be rewritten as follows:
{Γan(I)a ,Γ
bn
(J)
b } = 0. (A.4)
In even dimension (D = 2N), the complexification V C decomposes into two isotropic
spaces with maximal dimension : V C = W ⊕W . This fact allows one to solve the pure
spinor conditions in terms of N pairs of fermionic creation and annihilation operators [22]:
{A(ǫ1)r , A
(ǫ2)
s } = δǫ1+ǫ2,0δrs, ǫ1, ǫ2 = ±1, (A.5)
where
A(±)r :=
1
2
(Γ̂2r−1 ± iΓ̂2r), (A(±)r )
† = A(∓)r , r = 1, 2, . . . , N. (A.6)
Here Γa = ωaΓ̂
a with (ωa)
2 = ηaa (no sum). (So, (Γ̂
a)† = Γ̂a and {Γ̂a, Γ̂b} = 2δab).
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The pure spinor conditions (A.2) can be rewritten as follows:
Γan(I)a |λ〉 = (A
(+)
r Tr
I + A(−)r Ur
I)|λ〉 = 0, (A.7)
where Tr
I = n̂
(I)
2r−1 + in̂
(I)
2r , and Ur
I = n̂
(I)
2r−1− in̂
(I)
2r for r = 1, 2, . . . , N and I = 1, 2, . . . , N .
Here n̂
(I)
a := ωan
(I)
a (no sum).
The maximal isotropic condition (A.4) becomes
Tr
IUr
J + Ur
ITr
J = (TTU + UTT )IJ = 0. (A.8)
If det(Tr
I) 6= 0, then the pure spinor conditions can be rewritten as
(A(+)r + A
(−)
s usr)|λ〉 = 0, (A.9)
where usr := (UT
−1)sr = Us
I(T−1)Ir. From (A.8), u is antisymmetric: usr = −urs.
The equations (A.9) are easily solved as
|λ〉 = γ exp
[
1
2
ursA
(−)
r A
(−)
s
]
|+〉 = γ
∏
1≤r<s≤N
(
1 + ursA
(−)
r A
(−)
s
)
|+〉, (A.10)
where |+〉 is the Fock vacuum: A
(+)
r |+〉 = 0 (r = 1, 2, . . . , N).
In general, for ǫ = (ǫ1, ǫ2, . . . , ǫN), ǫi = ±1, we can rewrite the elements Γ
an
(I)
a as
follows:
Γan(I)a = A
(+)
r Tr
I + A(−)r Ur
I = A(ǫr)r T
(ǫ)
r
I + A(−ǫr)r U
(ǫ)
r
I , (A.11)
where (
U (ǫ)
T (ǫ)
)
=
(
1N − I
(ǫ) I(ǫ)
I(ǫ) 1N − I
(ǫ)
)(
U
T
)
. (A.12)
Here
I(ǫ) =
1
2
diag(1− ǫ1, 1− ǫ2, . . . , 1− ǫN ), (I
(ǫ))rs = δǫr,−1δrs. (A.13)
If det(T (ǫ)) 6= 0, the pure spinor conditions can be written as[
A(ǫr)r + A
(−ǫs)
s u
(ǫ)
sr
]
|λ〉 = 0, u(ǫ) = U (ǫ)(T (ǫ))−1. (A.14)
Therefore, the pure spinors for det(T (ǫ)) 6= 0 can be expressed as
|λ〉 = γ(ǫ) exp
[
1
2
u(ǫ)rsA
(−ǫr)
r A
(−ǫs)
s
]
|ǫ〉, (A.15)
where
|ǫ〉 :=
(
A
(−)
1
)(1/2)(1−ǫ1) (
A
(−)
2
)(1/2)(1−ǫ2)
· · ·
(
A
(−)
N
)(1/2)(1−ǫN )
|+〉. (A.16)
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The space of pure spinors are covered by 2N open sets and the local coordinates (γ(ǫ), u
(ǫ)
rs )
parametrize pure spinors “near” |ǫ〉. Obvious examples of pure spinors which cannot be
expressed in the form (A.10) are |ǫ〉 for ǫ 6= (+1,+1, . . . ,+1). So, we need to consider
these 2N local coordinate systems in order to express all pure spinors.
Note that the pure spinor has definite chirality:
Γ|λ〉 =
(
N∏
r=1
ǫr
)
|λ〉. (A.17)
Here the chirality matrix is chosen such that Γ|+〉 = |+〉. So, there are 2N−1 choices of
ǫ = (ǫ1, . . . , ǫN ) for each chirality.
For other properties of pure spinors, see, for example, [23–26].
B Explicit form of F+(Λ, u) for special case
For a Lorentz transformation in the ab-plane:
S(Λ(ab)) = exp
(
(θ/2)Γ̂ab
)
, (B.1)
the function F+(Λ, u) (2.26) is given by
F+(Λ
(2r−1,2r), u) = ei(θ/2),
F+(Λ
(2r−1,2s−1), u) = cos(θ/2)− urs sin(θ/2), r 6= s,
F+(Λ
(2r−1,2s), u) = F+(Λ
(2r,2s−1), u) = cos(θ/2) + iurs sin(θ/2), r 6= s,
F+(Λ
(2r,2s), u) = cos(θ/2) + urs sin(θ/2), r 6= s.
(B.2)
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